Flexible Solutions
Flexible packaging
What drives us

A ZERO-WASTE FUTURE

Our mission is to contribute to the global resource efficiency efforts by developing energy and material efficient solutions for our customers. Over 80% of Walk’s products are made out of renewable or recyclable materials. The plan is to hit 100% by the year 2030.

KEEPING YOUR GOODS FRESH AND SAFE

Shelf-life, hygiene and high barrier properties are top priorities in materials that come in contact with food and pharmaceuticals. Our products offer best-in-class functionalities for all purposes. Safety is ensured by means of an HACCP management system. The processes comply with all major quality systems and food and safety standards.

CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVING

Our aim is to continuously find smarter ways to do things and the innovation process has always involved our partners and customers. Bringing lighter and more sustainable materials to the market is what drives us. All products are tested in our laboratory, on a pilot machine and with customers, ensuring maximum functionality. We want our innovations to make a difference.
Packaging challenges

Food and pharmaceutical industries require hygiene and improved preservation.

Brand owners look for the best technical qualities, haptics and printing properties.

Distributors and retailers appreciate packaging that is lightweight and durable.

Consumers are increasingly interested in sustainability throughout the whole value chain.

Walki solutions

Ensuring hygiene and relevant barriers by exceeding the requirements.

Using and combining materials and design products for excellent technical features, printing and usage.

Innovating and tailoring to fit the needs of our customers.

Offering a wide range of products made of circular polymers, bio-based, recycled and recyclable materials.
**Bakery**

**Keeping your bakery goods fresh**

Heat-sealable Walki®Seal products are designed to ensure the optimal shelf life of your goods with a paper feel and paper touch. Moisture is kept inside or away while at the same time providing great heat sealability features.

**Confectionery**

**Designed for outstanding printability**

If detailed and demanding printing is your priority, Walki confectionery wrapping is your choice. Our confectionery materials provide an outstanding barrier for aromas, vapour and light without compromising on the folding.

**Dairy & Margarine**

**Reliability for greasy products**

Greasy and oily products require high protection. Walki offers reliable solutions for high barrier wrapping and interleaving.
Dry & Dehydrated

Ensuring longer shelf-life

To give longer life to your dry goods, our packaging materials make sure that the moisture, aroma and oxygen levels remain optimal.

Pharmaceutical & Medical

For demanding goods

We are a perfect partner for manufacturers of moist and pharmaceutical products, when improved sealing or good chemical resistance is needed.

Lid

Sustainable lidding without compromises

We provide you with a sustainable lidding solution for a wide variety of products. Our solution is recyclable and compatible with metal detectors. It provides an excellent barrier against oxygen, water and aromas.
Walki Group is a leading, international producer of technical laminates and protective packaging materials. It is specialised in the production of fibre based, intelligent, multilaminate products for markets as diverse as energy saving facings and construction membranes to barrier packaging applications. Walki’s expertise in multilaminates provides a solid base for our production of barrier board, lining materials and flexible materials.

Our production facilities are located in Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, Poland, the UK, Russia and China. To best cater to our global customers, we aim to continue investing in state-of-the-art production facilities and promoting our tradition of innovation and exceptional service worldwide. Walki’s annual net sales amount to about 317 million Euros and the company has a workforce of about 950 people.

We contribute with our actions